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He rode across and found himself In the meadow. He saw before him a
castle with a great multitude of people, and hearing a great rejoicing. He
rode on until he arrived at the castle and saw great crowds of knights and
ladies and maidens. Sir Gawain dismounted. He met a knight at the gate
and said:
‘Sire, what castle is this?’
‘Can’t you see it? replied the knight. ‘It is the Castle of Joy’.
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Part 1. Introduction
The structure of the training
The Stichting of the Temple of Starlight is a Dutch foundation, providing a legal
structure for a modern Western Mystery school. We are a School of Thought: a
collection or group of people who share a common philosophy called Hermeticism.
Hermeticism is a training, a life view, a discipline, a belief, a philosophy and a
cultural-artistic movement. We teach High White Magic. This type of magic is
sometimes called the 'Yoga of the West'. The Stichting of the Temple of Starlight
enables you to access this path of spiritual growth.
We are a so called Contacted Initiation Order. We teach you to exalt your soul to high
states of mystical consciousness. The methods we use are meditation, contemplation,
prayer, arts & crafts, pathworking and ritual.
We are a teaching school: under the name Western Mystery School® we offer
training courses in Transpersonal Magic®, a combination of Transpersonal
Psychology and High White Magic, that improved into a systematic training for selfdevelopment and personal growth. We apply a set of unique awareness altering tools
that cause changes in consciousness in our students, which help them to activate
higher mystical states, using Hermetic, Alchemical, Astrological and Magical
principles.
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Within the Western Mystery School you will get the opportunity to work as a student
under the guidance of trained Magi.
·

You can take training courses that teach you how to activate ‘certain unknown
powers of the mind’

·

You can work towards your initiation degrees

·

You can become a teacher of Transpersonal Magic® yourself.

Working within our school you will step in the footsteps of a lineage of initiates who
walked this path in the millennia before you. We teach Transpersonal Magic® in
different countries around the world.

The Great Work
During every lesson of our training programs you learn to apply magical techniques.
These techniques are always supportive to your spiritual development and personal
growth: that higher goal we call the Great Work.
In our school Magical Techniques are not applied to trigger material manifestations.
Application of Magical Techniques to this end are always under discussion. That is
why we highlight the application of these techniques for personal growth:
Transpersonal Magic®.
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Are you willing to be tested?
This question must be asked by every aspiring Magician. Not only do the Inner Planes
test what material they are working with, but also the school divides in knowledge
and level of quality.
We give homework, so that you can speed up your development. Our supervisors
comment on your magical diaries. People who come to our classes will receive
feedback. Through years of experience and observation we know where people are on
their road to spiritual development, and offer advice about how to achieve the next
level. The road of Transpersonal Magic® has measurable steps, and consists of
theoretical and practical skills.

Outer Court, Inner Court and more …
Compare the structure of our school with a tower which has a
spiral shaped road encircling it:
Public Events: The Outer Court
The landscape surrounding the school we call the Outer Court, a market place where
the Seekers for Wisdom search the Masters. At this marketplace all kinds of courses
are offered. Among the providers are the so called ‘secret societies’ and Orders. They
reach out to interested people. In the Outer Court, the stichting Temple of Starlight
operates under the name ‘Western Mystery School®’. We search for people who seek
13
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a spiritual training within a Tradition. Here we offer events to bridge the gap between
public esoteric knowledge and the work of the Western Mystery Tradition, we
advertise our trainings through the Western Mystery School®, give lectures,
presentations at conferences, classes and intensive Magical Retreats.
We offer events that teach you how to set the first steps in this tradition. In our
magical training classes and retreats you will get a taste of the wealth of
Transpersonal Magic® and the Western Mystery Tradition.
Do you have the feeling that you have reached the glass ceiling, do you long for the
deeper layers? Do you aim at initiation? Do you search for a Magical Order? Maybe
you want become a Magus and teach High Magic? Then we offer you a program that
will make it possible for you, if you want to spend time and effort on your spiritual
training. The degrees of the Western Mystery Tradition parallel to the three grades of
medieval craft guilds, those of Apprentice, Fellow and Master.
For whom are the public events?
All public events are for both interested people, and for members of the order. They
are designed to be a meeting place.
A special type of public event are the so called Magical Retreats; they are for everyone
who is interested in a pressure cooker event, that will cause peak experiences and
help you to transform personal issues.
Maybe after having attended a public event you want to taste more and become an
Apprentice? It is the start an unforgettable adventure. You simply ask for permission
14
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to enter, and stay as long as you feel comfortable. Enter the building through the
front door at the ground floor level. If you work consequent and feel passion for the
Great Work, you will gradually climb the staircase surrounding the building and
reach the temple at the first floor to participate in the Temple Training.
Step One: the Temple Training
The Inner Court of the Stichting of the Temple of Starlight consists of a Magical
Order. The Magical Order Temple of Starlight is a teaching order coming forth from
the lineage of the Golden Dawn, deriving from withdrawn Magical Orders of English
nobility.
Here our students practice the use of magical energy, work with the spiritual
exercises of our ancestors, learn to hear the voices of the old Gods. Here you will feel
the power of magic rushing through your blood.
When you have completed your first stage of the training (Apprentice) and become
part of the Fellowship of the order, the Temple Training gives you access to the first
Magical Order and will prepare you gradually for the Initiation Degrees. You will find
a brief description of our degree system in this study guide.
Step Two: the Solo Magical Training
The Solo Magical Training is an intensive study course, it is supervised through skype
and email. For whom is this training?
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o For those that participate in the Temple Training and want to intensify their
studies and prepare for the higher initiation degrees
o For those that live further away and are not able to attend our meetings
regularly.
In order to prepare for the higher initiation degrees it is necessary to combine Solo
Magical Training with Magical Retreats and Temple Training.
When accepted as a student of the Solo Magical Training, you work under the
guidance of a supervisor. This is almost always an Initiate of the Order. You will learn
through Magical Meditations. Be aware that Ritual Magic techniques can only be
explained mouth-to-ear during the Temple Trainings and the Magical Retreats in the
Western Mystery School, so the Solo Magical Training consist almost entirely of
Magical Meditation techniques.
The students of the Solo Magical Training are welcome to visit Temple Trainings and
Magical Retreats to see the techniques of group magic and to practice with them
together with fellow students.
You find all our events at www.westernmysteryschool.com and information about the
Order at www.templeofstarlight.eu
Step Three: The Transpersonal Magic® Training
This is a training course for Fellow students who work with us for several years, and
who want to become Transpersonal Magic® Trainers, also called Magus/Magi. Magi
16
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are qualified teachers of High Magic, who have been trained and licenced in the
Lineage of the Western Mystery Tradition, under the brand Transpersonal Magic®.
You find more about our education Transpersonal Magic® Trainer in part 7 of this
study guide.
Summary
Temple Training: Every year of practical classes consists of two semesters of each
five lessons. Ten of these meetings teach the material of one year of study. It does not
matter at what point you start attending them. You can step in at any point.
On completion of each year of Temple Training you make a token to wear on your
ritual robe: on the black cord (see Appendix).
Solo Magical Training: When you work at the Solo Magical Training you ask your
supervisor for a certificate every time you have finished a series of 10 lessons and you
ask for admittance into the next study year.
Working at the Solo Magical Training we assume that you finish one workbook every
half year. When you have completed 10 lessons you have finished one year of study. If
you are not able to keep up that pace, we assume that you don’t wish to pursue your
membership, unless you communicate to us that you want to continue your training
and renew your subscription fee for the next semester.
When you receive the certificate you make a token to wear on your ritual robe: on
the black cord (see Appendix).
17
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Magical Events:
If you are a foreign student we strongly recommend to regularly sign in for Magical
Retreats and other events. As a Dutch student we advise you to regularly attend a
semester of Temple Training classes, in order to learn the practical side of the work.
In this way you will tune into the Eggregore of the Order, and get to know fellow
students and supervisors.
Without practical experience your Solo Magical Training will automatically stop at
lesson 25. In order to receive the First Degree initiation you need to be an active
student and a regular attendee of the meetings of the Order.
If you are interested in becoming a student you can go for further information to
'Enrolling as a Student'. If you want to have more information you can email your
questions to info@templeofstarlight.eu. During your training towards the First
Degree you can use this prospectus as a guide, and you can note down dates when
you complete lessons.
So if you want to experience what we have to offer, open the door to our Temple and
step inside.
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Part 2 The Magical Kabbala
The Basics of the Temple Training and the Solo Magical Training
The Magical Kabbala is the foundation of both the Solo Magical Training and of the
Temple Training. The Solo Magical Training and the Temple Training follow a
parallel curriculum, but are not the same.
·

The Solo Magical Training consists of individual meditation exercises which
need to be done individually on a daily basis.

·

The Temple Training consists of group work, meditations and rituals, that are
organized on a monthly basis.

The Solo Magical Training and the Temple Training can be taken separately, but
combined they total up and prepare you for the higher initiation degrees and the
Transpersonal Magic® Trainer curriculum.
Every module consists of five lessons which will take about one month to complete.
During each semester you will learn to use magical techniques. You start to work with
symbols and mythology. You will work with the four elements and you learn how to
build your own Magical Circle. You will make your own magical instruments. You will
practice breathing and visualization techniques which you can use for your magical
work. Techniques which you will be using during meditations and simple rituals.
You will learn how to perform basic rituals. There are a lot of books about Magic, but
the essential knowledge is still taught 'mouth to ear'. This is why you will be working
19
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together with experienced Magi. Personal coaching is included in the price of every
module. During the Solo Magical Training you make daily reports of your magical
work, and a personal supervisor will give you feedback on your results. During the
Temple Training you will get feedback during the training and on a personal level.
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Part 3 Temple Training - towards
Initiation
These guidelines are indications and are not written in stone. A degree is offered
when the inner and outer qualifications are met.
You can join the Temple Training at any time, since those semesters together form a
carrousel of training modules. Gradually their connection will become clear to you
and you will start to profit from the overall system that connects these lessons. New
students can join the existing groups and climb the Tree of Life upwards, benefiting
from the existing juice stream. For the practical lessons it does not matter whether
you join the group in Malkuth or in Da'ath.
The Kabbalists say that Kether is the Malkuth of the Tree on top of the previous one.
The lessons never start 'at the beginning'. They only get better. For this reason you
will never have missed 'the beginning', and you will never get a lesson 'double'. When
you want to join the Temple Training you need to realize that it takes a few lessons to
get into the flow of these lessons.

Entering into the First Order
If you decide to go on with this training after the first year and your supervisor has
decided that your work is to the right standard, you will be entering the Fellowship.
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Every level of the Temple has a name, and the participants work in that Order
towards the next step in their development. To divide that road into measurable
steps, the First Order is divided into five parts, each of ten lessons.
In the papers that are added in the appendix, you will find the table of the different
Orders of the Magical Order of the Temple of Starlight. You will also see the colour
schedule that indicates at what level someone is working. This will give you an
indication of the experience of the different participants when you attend the
meetings and trainings of the Stichting of the Temple of Starlight. You start with a
white cord.
The First Year: Apprentice - O Alchemical Earth.
During the first year you learn how a Temple works. You learn how to build this as a
pattern in your mind. You learn to use the ‘Interior Temple’. During the first year you
learn the basics behind the Tree of Life. You will experience it from the praxis. We do
not believe in dry theoretical models. You start to internalize symbols and you start to
practice with daily magical exercises. You learn a few basic exercises.
After this year you can ask for admittance into the Fellowship. When you attend the
practical classes for at least one year, you can ask for the Installation Ceremony1,
whereby you will enter the Fellowship.

An installation ceremony is a welcome ceremony into the Order. It must not be confused with an
initiation ceremony, which is the anointment into the Priesthood of the Order.
1
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In the appendix of this study guide you find a description of how to make your black
cord. After having finished the amount of lessons needed, you add the appropriate
symbols.
The Second Year - P Alchemical Water
During the second year you will learn to travel on the astral levels. You work with
your Magical Personality. You get to know guides on the Inner planes. You now know
how to open and close the Inner Temple. You start building a daily discipline in your
magical work. You gradually get into contact with the Magical reality that is behind
the everyday world.
The Third Year - N Alchemical Fire
In this part of the training you learn to work with all the energies that you practiced
in the lessons before. All your knowledge is lifted to a higher level. You learn to apply
White High Magic. After finishing this third year you can apply for the additional
modules Transpersonal Magic® as a Trainee and receive assistance of the school
to found a small magical group with some interested people in your own
environment, called a ‘Star Temple Ritual’ group.
The Fourth Year - M Alchemical Air
During this year you will start to get experience in traveling on the astral level. You
will make a connection with your Holy Guardian Angel. You will master basic
techniques like 'Rising on the Planes'. You will have developed a daily discipline in
23
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magical work. A stream of energy starts to flow gradually through your body. You
start to feel this Magical Power physically. You start to get a beginning connection
with the 'Contact' behind the School.
It is a year in which your soul will get adjusted to a higher pitch. This can cause
disturbances in your daily life. You will be tested. Are you capable of dealing with the
normal problems of your life from a spiritual angle? This is a challenging year. But
always there is the Fellowship to support you. When you have the theoretical and
practical background of the fourth year, you may ask for the brochure with the
guidelines for Initiates. This will prepare you on your road towards the initiation if
you wish. When you pass the test of the fourth year, the road goes steeply upward.
The Fifth Year Alchemical – Element Spirit
When you have passed the tests of the fourth year, you will come on a road that goes
steep upward. Now you make a great progress in your spiritual development. You
regularly feel the moments of ecstasy. They do not come at unpredictable moments,
but you feel them coming, and they come regularly. They are part of your life and you
long for that feeling. In the meditation daily meditation summary that you send to
your supervisor will be seen a quality that was not there earlier. This becomes more
and more obvious. In the rituals that you perform this energy will become visible in
your aura.
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The First Degree Initiation: the Order of the Exalted Land
This is the development form an Apprentice towards the First Degree. To become an
initiate you need to be invited. The initiations always take place during the Inner
Court meetings.
You grow towards your First Degree Initiation. The road to that point will take you at
least five years of practice. The initiation changes you as a person and as a spiritual
being.
When you have reached the First Degree you can work further to achieve the higher
degrees, and apply for the modules Transpersonal Magic® Trainer to start
working as a Magus yourself. The details and requirements for this course are
described in part 7 of this study guide. This training is required to work in the Portal
Grade and the obtain the Second Degree.
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Part 4 The Solo Magical Training
First module:
The Magical Circle, the Seed of the Tree of Life
The lessons of the Solo Magical Training need to be taken in sequence and with a
regular frequency, because they aim to activate certain areas of the brain. Like a
normal tree the Kabbalistic Tree has a juice stream that goes upward.
Lesson 1 Magic, the Basics, creating a foundation
In this lesson you will find an introduction to the training and into Transpersonal
Magic®. You will find Pathworkings which will place your foot on the Path you have
chosen, articles about different aspects of magic. You will start doing relaxation
exercises and making your first magical tools. You will learn the inner meaning of the
tools you make.
Lesson 2 The Magical circle. The Element Air
In this lesson you will start to build up the Magical Circle, and you will start to work
with the first of the four elements; Air. Also you will learn some basic principles
which underlie the Laws of Magic. You start with the first Mudra's and Pathworkings
will take to the Inner Levels of the element Air.

26
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Lesson 3 The Magical Circle. The Element Earth
In this lesson you will learn about the mythological background of the Western
Mystery Tradition, the Legendary story of Atlantis. You will also learn about the
magical instrument the Pentacle. Meditations will lead you into the inner levels of the
Element Earth and you will practice different techniques of meditation.
Lesson 4 The Magical Circle. The Element Fire
In this lesson you will continue learning the basics of the Magical Kabbala. The
Mandala of the Tree of Life will take you right through the First Degree training, so
this lesson will only cover the basic principles. You will learn to work with so called
'seed sentences' to get access to the Tree. After that you will learn about the Inner
Levels of the Element Fire, and through Pathworking getting access to those levels.
Lesson 5 The Magical Circle. The Element Water:
This lesson teaches about some basic rules for a healthy development of psychism in
Transpersonal Magic®. You will learn the meaning of the Inner levels of the Element
of Water. Through Pathworking you will get contact with those Inner Levels. You will
learn more about meditation and the different planes you can contact. You will go
further with learning the mudra's which belong to magical work, and you will start to
learn the Middle Pillar Exercise.
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Second Module: The Astral Plane
Now you start with the next stage of training the
Western Mystery School offers. From now on the lessons
will be structured around the Magical Kabbalah. During
every lesson you will be working on a specific area of the
Tree of Life.
The lessons follow the path going upwards along the
Kabbalistic Tree.
Lesson 6 Malkuth: The Kingdom +
Lesson 7 Malkuth: Working with the
Energies of the Earth
Every Sephirah will be discussed in two lessons. The
Sephirah who forms the lowest sphere of the Kabbalistic Tree is called Malkuth. It is
the Sphere of the Earth. The mythology that is connected to the earth is very
important in Magic. The Earth is seen as holy as all the higher Sephiroth. In all the
spiritual exercises you will make a connection with the Earth to keep yourself firmly
grounded. When we have firm roots in this earth, our tree can grow higher without
getting unbalanced. In this way we can safely undertake our journey towards the
Heavens.
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Lesson 8 The Universe
Now that you are firmly rooted in the Earth it is time to make a connection with
Heaven. This we will do with small steps. The path to the Universe makes this
connection between the Earth and the Starry Heavens. The Path to the Universe
makes that connection and this gives you access to the Astral World. In this lesson
the student makes his own connection with the Divine World.
This is the path of the self-dedication to the Great Work. The Great Work is the name
that is given to the Western Way of spiritual development. Do you really want to
dedicate yourself to the Great Work? It is nice to look around you and know about
different traditions. But do you dare to enter into deep waters and really connect
yourself with divinity? For the ones who want this, this lesson opens the road to the
Treasure House of the Inner Worlds.
Lesson 9 Yesod: Vision of the Machinery of the Universe +
Lesson 10 Yesod: The Foundation of Yesod
During the lessons about the Sephiroth Yesod you gradually build up the Moon
Temple within yourself. In this Temple live Gods and Goddesses who are associated
with the Moon. The Temple is inhabited by angels, and the Archangel Gabriel is in
charge. In these lessons you learn to observe the tides of the Cosmic Ocean. You learn
to feel the tides in yourself and you learn to observe them around you. In the mean
time you learn to work with techniques which will help you to develop seership.
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In Yesod you meet the Goddess who will purify you on the rhythm of the Moon. But
the Moon is but the surface of this Temple. Get to know the deeper layers of this
beautiful sphere and discover the Foundation of the Universe.
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Third module: Raising Fire
Lesson 11 Raising Fire, the Redemption of the Underworld
Like the Holy Cobra you move from left to right upwards on the Tree of Life. Slowly
you climb upwards. On your way up the snake dances from left to right; from light to
darkness. From male to female. From Yin to Yang. All opposites need to be balanced
to take the next step upwards. While you do this you will enter into a purifying fire.
That is not always easy. But by putting your soul on the Altar of Purification and clean
it with Light, you create a stream of raising Light. This power will help you to climb
upwards.
In this lesson you will start to feel the first currents of this raising fire that from now
on is going to bubble upwards in small streams. You recognize it by sudden
realizations and peak experiences.
The snake that climbs the tree has different names in the old mystery traditions. The
ones among you who have studied Eastern Philosophies know her as Kundalini
Shakti. In this lesson the Snake starts to rise.
Lesson 12 The Sun, Lord of the Fire of the World
The mythological theme of this lesson is 'Stealing fire from Heaven.' What do you do
if you achieve wisdom for which you need an inner ripeness to deal with these
powers. When you make mistakes, you are still held responsible for the
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consequences. Everybody who looks around in the modern society can give examples
where knowledge is not applied correctly, or even abused.
In Magic this theme is very important. You can read about magical techniques for
initiates and adepts. For you remains the question whether YOU are in this situation
the right person to work with these techniques. An important credo in Spiritual Magic
is 'Make haste slowly.' Practice in becoming modest.
Lesson 13 Hod: The Book of Secrets +
Lesson 14 Hod: The Keeper of the Treasure Box
The two lessons that deal with Hod learn you the importance of reading the signs in
nature around us. They learn us how you can hear the Voices of the Gods in these
signs.
When you know how to read these signs, you can start working with the so called
Transformation Spells. You learn to use the energies of minerals, plants, animals etc.
to get information from Gods and Angels.
You learn how you get access to the experiences of the Magicians who have lived
before our times. They build bodies of light which they used to travel through the
Inner Worlds. In these lessons you learn how to create simple light bodies to work
Out-of-Body.
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Lesson 15 The Moon, The Tides of the Primordial Spirit
This lesson is described by students as 'revealing'. This lesson opens your
consciousness to the unseen undercurrents of life. The interactions which manifest
on an energy-level between people can be a disillusion. Your image of what is going
on between people needs to be adjusted. It is not only gold that shines.
But be aware! When you look around you and see what is happening between people
you will see yourself in the mirror. There is a lot of work to do for everybody.
After having finished this module of the Solo Magical Training, you have
met one of the minimum requirements to start the first module as a
Trainee of the Transpersonal Magic® Trainer course.
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Fourth Module: The Law of Attraction
Lesson 16 The Sea Mother
This Path connects the Treasure house of Images with the Temple of the Goddess of
Love. No wonder that it is difficult to find the road here. The chance to get lost in
illusion is very high here. Seduction is the main danger, as well literally as
symbolically. The art that you need to practice here is to fish for jewels in the waters
of astral seduction. Some people meet their new partners here.
Now you are starting to notice that the images in your meditations come to life. It is
like you have found a sender for psychic energy and you are getting the messages of
the paths and the Sephiroth clearer. Slowly you are noticing that the inner images
tend to influence outer events. This is a parallel process that becomes stronger when
you get more trained.
Tzaddi is the Stars!
The infamous Magician Allister Crowley had the opinion that the connection between
the path of Tzaddi and the tarot card was wrong. We do not share his opinion.
Lesson 17 The Purification Mountain
The road between Hod and Netzach is generally regarded as a difficult path. Every
time we grow our ego tends to lift with the current. As Magicians this has our
undivided attention. It is one of the pitfalls of the Road of the Magician. That is why
we constantly purify ourselves from our ego. We want to prevent that the road to the
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Gods and Angels that we so carefully build, suddenly collapses under the weight of an
overweight ego.
Purificato We shake our tree regularly to see if we are still rooted in the earth and to
shake off any rotten apples. When the road is difficult on this path, think that the
Tree of Life is rooted deep in the Earth. It will not fall down. Only superfluous things
will be shaken off.
Lesson 18 Netzach: The Temple of the Lady with the Shining
Face +
Lesson 19 Netzach: The Garden with the Two Fountains
This Temple is consecrated to the Goddess of Love. She is beautiful and
unapproachable. In her Temple are two fountains from which fresh water flows.
When you drink from one source you will taste Delight. The other source causes
Bitter Tears and deep sorrow. Here you will meet the Invisible Beloved. He turns out
to be a guide who will lead you further on the Tree of Life.
In the Temple of the Goddess of Love you are tested. You need to sort out the seeds,
you need to collect the Golden Wool and you need to get the beauty crème from the
Goddess of the Earth. What do these test mean for your spiritual work?
In this lesson you learn that love energy can be transformed to spiritual growth. What
do you see of yourself when you mirror yourself in the presence of the Beloved? Meet
yourself in the Mirror of Hathor.
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Lesson 20 The Sacrifice of the Son of the Morning, Demon est
Deus Inversus
When you would ask me what I think is the most difficult path on the Tree of Life I
would choose this one. When you do not understand this path properly it can drag
you down in the Fall of the Son of the Morning. If you understand his sacrifice his
energy changes into a stairway to heaven This Path must be seen in the Light of
Divinity that guards it. Under the guidance of the All Seeing Eye itself and the
Beloved who leads the way, you can safely travel this road. Be careful here, do not
walk with arrogance where Gods and Angels walk carefully.
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Fifth Module; the stone of the wise
Lesson 21 The Stone of the Wise,
Visitas Interiora Rectificando Occultum Lapidem
This lesson you walk the Middle Road. You are on your way to the Sphere of the Sun.
On this Middle Road you are guided by angels who help you to climb this steep path.
This is one of the most beautiful roads on the Tree of Life. While you climb Jacob's
Ladder you now start to profit from this raising spiritual energy. In short flashes you
will get lit by shining clouds of divine energy. Realizations about the nature of the
Universe, the place of Gods and Angels touch you deeply. You have grown passed the
stage of the Apprentice. You are connected to the mainstream and you have been
given access to the Fellowship of White Magic.
You now really start to feel what White Magic brings about in your soul. It makes you
hungry for more. The flashes of insight start to come more often in an explosion of
joy... But a flash is just a short moment. These short moments of spiritual at oneness
leave you alone with a nagging feeling of homesickness. A longing for a unification
with the source wherefrom these beautiful experiences come. Your homesickness
makes you work even harder for these experiences. You have arrived in the Dark
Night of the Soul.
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Lesson 22 Seven Stages of Death, the Flight of Nekhebeth
The Sages of Old had a totally different view upon death than we have. They regarded
Death as being born in Heaven. The spiritual development causes a rising Kundalinipower. This causes the so called 'Spiritual Delights'. These Delights were seen as a
forerunner of the Exaltation of the Spirit that happens in the process of dying. This
ecstasy they regarded as the vestibule of Heaven. On the path from Malkuth to Hod
we met the Holy Cobra, the ancient symbol of raising Magical Power. On this path the
Vulture appears. She was also called Bird mother. She takes you upon her flight to the
Kingdom above the clouds.
Lesson 23 Tiphareth: The Birth of the Priest King
Lesson 24 Tiphareth: The Fisher king
Lesson 25 Tiphareth: The Rose on the Cross
The three lessons of the Sephirah Tiphareth form the exact middle of the Tree of Life
and they are the part that bring all the different energies together in harmony. The
Sphere is located exactly between Malkuth and Kether. Tiphareth is in the centre of
the Middle Pillar, between the Male and the Female Pillar of the Tree of Life. When
you ascend the Tree like in our journey, you have accomplished some intensive work
in the past months. All these energies are balanced again in the Sphere of the Sun.
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Who are the Child, the King and the Sacrificed God. What is the name of the Land
over which this king is King? What is the 'Wounded Land', and what exactly is the
'Kingdom of God on Earth?'
When we have balanced these energies within ourselves we consecrate our inner
Temple and make ourselves ready for the descend of the Solar Teardrop.
·

With this lesson the first part of the Solo Magical Training ends. In
order to continue you need to fulfil the for the higher degrees.

·

Finishing lesson 25 is one of the requirements to proceed to the
first Magus level of the Transpersonal Magic® Trainer

and

upgrade your Star Temple Group to a Ritual Magic Lodge.
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Part 5 Magical Retreats
The Magic Retreats teach you how to apply your magical skills within pressure cooker
setting that generate personal transformations. The Western Mystery School
organizes Magical Retreats twice each year. These retreats are open to inner and
outer court, and deal with a range of topics and techniques of Transpersonal Magic,
deriving from the different cultural traditions and mythological systems of the
Western Mystery Tradition. Among the Transpersonal Magic® Retreats are:
The Way of the Wise
The Gateway to the Gods
The Winding Waterway
This is a series of three trainings in which you learn applied Temple practices. You
can attend these trainings in any sequence. The trainings are announced at the
website. You need to attend all three of these trainings somewhere along the road to
qualify for the higher initiation degrees, the Solo Magical Training beyond lesson 25
and for the Transpersonal Magic® training.
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Part 6 License Agreement
The Magical Order Temple of Starlight

The Temple of Starlight is registered as a foundation in the Netherlands, in Dutch
called a ‘Stichting’, and is a Western Mystery School with a direct lineage to the Order
of the Golden Dawn. We learn you how all the disciplines of the Sacred Sciences are
parts of one general teaching. We offer an in depth training in Spiritual Ceremonial
Magic.
The Order of the Exalted Land
We are a teaching school and we educate our students to become teachers of White
Magic. In order to keep our tradition pure and to guarantee a high level standard of
teaching all students have to agree to this license agreement.
By ordering study material from our school and by enrolling in our workshops and
training events you agree to the terms set forth in this license agreement. By
becoming affiliated to the Stichting Temple of Starlight you automatically agree to the
terms set forth in this license agreement. This license agreement is entered into
between the Stichting Temple of Starlight and the LICENCEE who has paid the fee
for any of the events and/ or study material of the Stichting Temple of Starlight. In
consideration of the mutual covenants in this License Agreement, the Stichting
Temple of Starlight and the LICENSEE agree as follows:
GRANT OF LICENSE. The Stichting Temple of Starlight grants LICENSEE a
nonexclusive, non-transferable, limited license to use the information contained in
the training classes, workshops and courses solely for either personal use in
practicing and/or teaching of White Magic as taught by Ina Cüsters-van Bergen;
provided however the information contained in the trainings and textbooks/
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manuals/ rituals and handouts may not be used to train or certify others to be
teachers of White Magic as taught by Ina Cüsters-van Bergen except as a part of the
Stichting Temple of Starlight approved and licensed Teacher Training under the
license conditions of the Transpersonal Magic Trainer program.
LIMITATIONS ON USE. Except as expressly provided in this License Agreement,
LICENCEE may not reproduce, distribute, display, rent lend, resell, relicense,
commercially exploit, adapt or redistribute in any fashion, any information contained
in the training classes or the teaching textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and handouts.
LICENSEE also agrees not to distribute, display, rent lend, resell, relicense,
commercially exploit, adapt or redistribute in any fashion, any information contained
in the training classes or the teaching textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and handouts.
LICENSEE agrees not to train other teachers in White Magic unless LICENSEE first
becomes a licensed and certified teacher of White Magic. LICENSEE shall not assign,
sublicense, or otherwise transfer this License Agreement without the prior written
consent of the Stichting Temple of Starlight.
OWNERSHIP. The information contained in the textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and
handouts is proprietary information of the Stichting Temple of Starlight and may not
be reproduced, displayed or distributed without the prior written consent of the
Stichting Temple of Starlight. This License Agreement does not convey to LICENSEE
any proprietary rights in or other ownership of the information contained in the
trainings and/ or the textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and handouts and all the
information contained therein, including all copyrights, trade secrets and other
proprietary rights therein.
WARRANTIES DISCLAIMED. The textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and handouts
and the information contained therein is provided ‘as is’ without warranty of any
kind, oral or written, express or implied, including but not limited to, fitness for a
particular purpose, accuracy, omissions, completeness and
currentness of
information. The Stichting Temple of Starlight shall not be liable in any event
whatsoever to LICENSEE or any other party for any direct, indirect, special,
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consequential, incidental or other damages, including damages for economical loss,
even if the Stichting Temple of Starlight has been notified of the possibility of such
loss. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied warranties
or liability for incidental or consequential damages, in which case these provisions
may not be fully applicable. This paragraph shall survive termination of this License
Agreement.
TERMS. This License Agreement will remain in full force and effect unless and until
licensee returns the textbooks/ manuals / rituals and handouts (and any copies,
summaries or other materials derived or created based on the information contained
in the textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and handouts, or any portion thereof to the
Stichting Temple of Starlight. The Stichting Temple of Starlight reserves the right to
terminate this License Agreement upon written notice to LICENSEE if LICENSEE
breaches any of the terms of this License Agreement. In such event, LICENSEE shall
immediately return the textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and handouts (and any copies,
summaries or other materials derived or created based on the information contained
in the textbooks/ manuals/ rituals and handouts, or any portion thereof to the
Stichting Temple of Starlight.
GOVERNING LAW. This License Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the Netherlands.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This License Agreement constitutes the entire
understanding between the parties. This Licence Agreement supersedes any and all
prior agreements, understandings or other communications between the parties
concerning the subject matter of this License Agreement. If any provision of this
License Agreement and the other provisions hereof shall remain in full force and
effect.
Ina Cüsters-van Bergen: Ina Cüsters-van Bergen is the Magister and the Director of
Studies of the Magical Order Temple of Starlight. All the study material of the
Stichting Temple of Starlight is copyrighted to her, unless stated otherwise.
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Part 7 Beyond the First Degree Initiation
The Portal Grade: The Builders of the Temple.
This is the development from a First Degree Priest towards the Second Degree. In
order to start this curriculum you need to
 have finished lesson 15 of the Solo Magical Training,
 you need to be a first degree initiate for at least one year and attend retreats
and/or temple trainings.
During the Portal Grade
 You finish the first 25 lessons of the Solo Magical Training
 You finish the three volumes of the Dragon’s Path
 You start to set up your Star Temple Ritual group and/or raise your Magical
Lodge.
The Portal Grade is the preparation to become a First Degree Magus. It is the start of
the Transpersonal Magic® Training.
The combination of the Solo Magical Training and the Temple Training prepare you
for the higher Initiation Degrees for which you need the Transpersonal Magic®
curriculum.
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The Second Order: Order of the Exalted House
This is the Order of the Adept hood of the Priest-Magicians of the Temple. This Order
is divided into three sub-divisions. To get access to this training material you need to
be initiated into the Second Degree.

The Third Order: Order of the Palace of Stars
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Transpersonal Magic®

Trainer
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Teaching Pyramid
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Accreditation – License Agreement
The Stichting Temple of Starlight is a worldwide organization that guarantees the
quality of the training programs Transpersonal Magic® Trainer under the brand of
Western Mystery School®.
The trainings are developed by Ina Cüsters-van Bergen (Director of Training and
Magister Templi) and give shape to guidelines and standards to the Lineage of the
Western Mystery Tradition.
All Western Mystery School® Transpersonal Magic® Trainer s® are licensed by the
Stichting Temple of Starlight and Ina Cüsters-van Bergen, to ensure the quality of the
trainings presented. Licensees are required to keep their skills up-to-date to the latest
developments of Transpersonal Magic®.
Our trainings are provided by Magi who are qualified coaches, have been trained in
the Lineage of the Western Mystery Tradition, and thus can provide a solid
foundation and branding for certification.
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Part 8 Transpersonal Magic® Trainer
The training of a future Transpersonal Magic® Trainer is part of the curriculum of
the Stichting Temple of Starlight. It uses the brand Western Mystery School®. The
training takes place during:
 The Temple Trainings
 The Solo Magical Training
 The Temple Retreats
 One-to-one supervision of the Magister Templi
 Intervision in trainer groups
 Within the Lodges headed by the Magi who are qualifying by means of this
course, and who work under supervision of the Magister Templi of the Temple
of Starlight
All Lodges are coordinated under the brand Western Mystery School® of the
Stichting Temple of Starlight, which accompanies the application of the
Transpersonal Magic® System in the world.
The Transpersonal Magic® Trainers and the Lodges use a code of conduct whereof
the contents are described in the present guidelines, and the unique Transpersonal
Magic® Training program. Both cannot be altered in any way by the participants.
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Program design and activities
The Stichting Temple of Starlight aims at training qualified Transpersonal Magic®
Trainers, but also wants to offer training opportunities to trainees who just want to
deepen their personal Temple Training work.
After the start up training as a trainee, the training Transpersonal Magic® Trainer
will develop into a 3 degree level course, accompanying the three initiation levels. The
training Transpersonal Magic® Trainer will add the Magi-skills to the curriculum
and thus enable trainees to train students in Western Mystery School lodges.
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Trainee admission requirements
1.

Solo Magical Training – Finished lesson 15.

2.

Temple Training - Attended 6 semesters c.q. 480 hours.

3.

Temple Retreats – Attended 6 weekend retreats.

4.

Certificate of Conduct (Verklaring Omtrent Gedrag)

5.

Student Insurance

6.

Signed Non-Disclosure Agreement

You can participate in this program when you meet the requirements.

Magi Admission Requirements
1.

Solo Magical Training – Finished lesson 25

2.

Temple Training - Attended 10 semesters c.q. 400 hours.

3.

Temple Retreats – Attended 10 weekend retreats.

4.

Initiation 1st Degree.

5.

Supervisor on the Solo Magical Training lesson 1 - 15

6.

Finished the first module of trainee and heads a Star Temple group, which
will be raised to a Transpersonal Magic® Lodge by the Magister Templi

7.

Certificate of Conduct (Verklaring Omtrent Gedrag)
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8.

Student insurance

9.

Signed Non-Disclosure Agreement

Exceptions can be made in extraordinary cases, but will still be based on the
standards for training as determined by the Magister Templi.
For further details about our licensing conditions ask for our brochure Transpersonal
Magic Trainer – License agreement
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Part 9 Etiquette of The Western Mystery
School
When you attend the meetings of the Western Mystery School, you enter into a real
temple. Most of us are not used to the social environment of a temple, and by
consequence a lot of people don’t know the etiquette, which is necessary to focus on
the spiritual part of the work. I want to explain some aspects of the social behaviour,
and the magical reality behind the temple. It is very important that you understand
these aspects, so that the work of the temple remains focused on the highest spiritual
aspects, and is not disturbed by irritations or practical inconveniences:
When you enter into the building you literally step into another world. You leave your
mundane background and become a student in a priesthood, which has been doing
this type of work for millennia. We use a strict structure, in order that everyone
benefits as much as possible from the Work. So when you step through that door, you
step into the temple, and by doing that, you approach your own priesthood! Be
conscious of that fact when you make yourself ready for a Temple Training. On
entering the Temple you enter into a realm of purity. Your responsibility is, to help to
keep up and maintain this purity. You can only do this by practicing purity
yourself. This will empower your spiritual work immensely and make it much more
effective.
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Everything you do during a meeting is an expression of your Sacred Self, and your
devotion to the Great Work. This means your task is to focus on the best parts of
yourself. It starts with arriving on time and relaxed.
When you arrive, your first task is to help to make the Temple and the teaching
facilities ready. Everybody assists during building up and breaking down: there are
no shortcuts! Dependent on your rank, you supervise or assist in either the placing of
the temple equipment and the regalia in the temple, or to prepare the teaching room
with a whiteboard, felt-tip pens, or prepare coffee and tea. Realize that with this
work, you lay down the foundations for your temple work. Building the physical
Temple is a meditation exercise in itself.
When the environment is prepared, you change from mundane cloths into robes. You
do that in the appointed room. Male and female change in separate rooms. While you
do that you silently recite the ‘Robing Prayers’. There you leave your mundane
cloths, mobile telephones etc. You only take your personal candle and your writing
material into the lecture rooms and Temple space.
During the entire temple day, you keep the subjects you discuss ‘on topic’, and
maintain a dignified and sanctified atmosphere. This means you will not
discuss your work, advert your brand or talk about the problems in your private life.
It is very important that you respect the rooms, the atmosphere and your Fellows to
keep the atmosphere sactified:
Breaks are for coffee, thee, meals, conversations and preparation. But keep
remembering that you are IN A TEMPLE!
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Teaching sessions are for teachings. During the Teachings sometimes the Contact
comes through. This is impossible when the teaching is interrupted too often by
questions or discussions. Write your questions down during the teachings, and ask
them when the Magus gives space for them. (This also means that there is no coffee,
cookies etc. during teaching sessions: coffee is in a separate room and time.)
Preparation exercises are a form of active meditation, this means that also
decorating the temple for the next ritual is a form of active meditation! When you
prepare the Temple, you handle the regalia with the same respect as in ritual. They
are consecrated implements, and they need to be handled with special care.
Temple sessions are for temple work. To get the most out of the rituals, there are very
strict rules:
·

When the ritual has been discussed and explained you all get the opportunity
to ask questions to solve issues.

·

When that session is over, everyone is changing levels of consciousness: from
the mundane levels to the trance state: from now on THERE ARE NO MORE
QUESTIONS POSSIBLE!

·

The focus now shifts to the Inner Planes. A time is given when the ritual will
start (5 minutes). That is the time in which you need to prepare yourself.
You become silent and focused on yourself. You assume the Godform, the
Angelic Form, the Magical Personality you will be channelling.

·

The Magus (and sometimes also the Officers) will enter into the Temple, to
prepare the Inner Planes in the Temple for the ritual.
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·

You might find the Guardian at the Door who is responsible for maintaining
the silence and the Temple Discipline. The Guardian is a function,
feedback from the Guardian is not to be regarded as a personal insult, but as a
guidance from the tradition.

·

At the sign of the Magus you all enter into the Temple in procession.

During the Temple Trainings you work in a priesthood. Some people are Apprentices,
others belong to the Fellowship, some are initiated Priests of the Order. You can see
the status of their rank at the robes and regalia they are wearing. For important
questions about the tradition go to the Initiates or to the Magus.
To all people you act respectful. Within the Temple the social code is ‘Courtly Love’,
politeness, and gentle behaviour (no over-assertive reactions: they may belong to the
outer world, at your work or on the street, but definitely not in the Temple).
After the rituals you make your notes in silence. It is important to note down
the insights you gained immediately afterwards. Also your Fellows need this moment
of personal reflection, and the moments after the ritual are crucial for the spiritual
seeds to take root in your heart chakra.
From Atlantis, throughout history, to the future
·

When you enter into the Temple, you step into a magical myth. The myth
goes back to the ancient Temples of Atlantis. When you cross the border of the
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Lodge doors, and step into the lodge building, you consciously connect with
the priesthood of the mystery temples throughout the ages.
·

The Hierophants of our tradition are the mysterious ‘Eternal Burning Lamps’:
‘Eternal Burning Lamp’ is one of the titles of the Magister Templi, who got her
third degree Adept Initiation from her teacher, and an even higher initiation
from the Contact behind the school. Her responsibility is to safeguard the
Light of the Tradition through her life and teachings, and to educate and train
one or more priests to become Hierophants themselves, who will continue the
Work in the next generation.

The Physical Temple
For our Temple Trainings we make use of buildings that we rent from other
organizations. It goes without saying that we handle their property with care, and
leave it behind like we found the accommodation. When something goes wrong, or
breaks: please inform the Assistant of the North, because he or she is responsible for
building and regalia. He or she discusses this with the Magus at an appropriate time,
and will figure out how to deal with the issue.
·

Only safe candles are allowed in the temple. This means candles who are
inside a lantern so that candle flames are not open.

·

Candles are NEVER put on the floor. Always on a table/altar.
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The regalia
There are several types of regalia, and they need to be handled with utmost care. All
regalia are heavily consecrated, often vulnerable, and they are costly, sometimes
handmade implements. Transporting them and handling them is always a risk, and
they need to be treated like museum pieces, and packed or unpacked with
concentration.
·

The box with Magical Weapons: all weapons are packed, and they fit into
the box in such a way that they cannot break. They are the personal weapons of
the Magister, which she lends out to the temple. The Assistant of the North is
personally responsible for packing and unpacking of these implements.
Nobody else touches them, unless in a ritual situation. The assistant takes care
that all implements are cleaned (chalice! Altar light!) and packed safely.

·

Secondary regalia: they differ each time. Think of statues, temple banners,
crystals, magical mirrors, staffs; but also collars, masks, Nemhysses, tabards,
cauldrons, Osiris’ coffin. All these implements are consecrated, and some are
handmade and vulnerable. Everything needs to be packed in a safe way.

·

Regalia that might need to be cleaned: altar cloths sometimes catch candle
wax, as do candleholders. Make sure when you are the sacristan, you clean
them and if necessary add them to the laundry.
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·

There are five sets of Altar cloths, quarter banners, Nemhysses, officers sashes
belonging to each of the quarters. Each quarter has its own colour, and its own
bag to pack it: in the colour of the quarter. Fold altar cloths and banners and
Nemhys with a painstakingly accuracy.

·

When wax is spoiled, find out whose candle caused the problem, and ask that
person to look for another candle/ candleholder. Inform the Magus that this
altar cloth needs cleaning.

‘Under the Rose’
The Stichting of the Temple of Starlight is an esoteric school. This means that its
teachings and lectures are not a part of the public knowledge. These ‘Secrets of the
Temple’ have a long history in the Western Mystery Tradition. The Secrets of the
Temple were kept ‘Under the Rose’. The Rose is the Sacred Flower of the Hermetic
Tradition.
By the expression to keep certain knowledge ‘Under the Rose’ the teachings and the
privacy of the Temple and their members are guarded and guaranteed. The promise
to keep something ‘Under the Rose’ was in certain times a matter of Life and Death.
In our days we do not need to be withdrawn. But still in our time we need to obey
certain rules to guard the privacy of the Temple, to behave with courtesy and respect
to our Fellows.
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At the other hand there is the protection of the Temple and its members against
people who deviate from the Path of Light and follow a lifestyle that can endanger the
community of the Temple or abuse magical techniques. We are all responsible to keep
the Temple a safe place, so if you know of or strongly suspect someone in the
community of this type of lifestyle we Need to be informed! We will always handle
this information with the utmost care and confidentiality.
·

What is against the law in society is also prohibited in magic.

·

Magic and drugs do not mix.

·

Psychiatric problems and Magic do not mix (in some specific cases we can
offer healing).

Rules are always there to serve people, so if you think you have objections against
certain points in this Etiquette of the Temple then contact me and give me arguments
why you think they need to be changed. We always try to improve our school.
In the case you run into a conflict with the Magister Templi or the Board we have a
complaint procedure.
The Lesson Material
The teachings, the classes, the training material and the trainings contain material
that are, and remain the property of the writer. In occult schools it is not so much the
factual knowledge that is secret, but the knowledge about how these ideas, symbols
etc. are applied, how they are connected and how to use them spiritually.
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The lessons gradually build upon each other. One of the keys to a working esoteric
system is to give connected knowledge at the right moment, to the student who is
ready to receive this knowledge. This process is under the guidance of the Inner Plane
Contacts of the School and under the protection of the Inner Plane Master. This I call
the ‘Spiritual Ownership of Ideas’.
From this ‘spiritual ownership of ideas’ follow a few rules of the house that need to be
respected by all Apprentices and Fellows:
‘Your Word to keep what is revealed to you within your heart Unless
given permission to reveal it’
·

You have only access to the material of those lessons that you have attended
c.q. ordered from the Solo Magical Training. Students are not allowed to copy
lesson material from each other of lessons that they have missed. If you want
to have the material of a class that you were unable to attend you ask the
Magister Templi how this problem can be solved.

·

Rituals are especially written for specific practical classes. They are always
adapted to the needs of the group at that particular moment in time. They aim
to give specific spiritual experiences fitting into the teaching that is given at a
specific meeting, and at that moment in time. In this way the rituals are
unique and they change.
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·

The rituals of the Temple Training build up upon each other in a specific way.
They are not to be repeated out of the context. They will not be published in
books or other public sources.

·

In case a student stops his or her study at the Order, return the material that
you have been given in feudal tenure for private use. You are not allowed to
copy, publish, teach or perform rituals any of the material without permission
of the Magister Templi.

·

When you are initiated in a degree you receive regalia. Regalia given at the
Initiation always remain the property of the school. They are tokens of your
rank within the school and have no meaning outside the school. When you
leave the school you return your regalia.

·

In case a member of the Order dies, the all the material of the school needs to
be returned to Headquarters. This includes lessons, tapes, regalia etc.

Privacy of the school and its individual members
·

At the moment a student stops his studies at the Order this person is no longer
under umbrella of the Eggregore of the school. This is an individual choice
which we fully respect, but this also means that the privacy of the school needs
to be protected from them. From this point on ‘news’ about the school, about
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individual members visiting and how they are doing, etc. is not their concern
any longer.
·

The politics of the school are not a topic to discuss during the breaks, on
evenings that individual members gather for a meeting among friends or on
the internet. If someone has a problem with the management of the school he
is at all times free to contact the Magister Templi and explain his/her
complaints.

·

Names and whereabouts of fellow students are not to be disclosed to people
who are not a member of the organization.

·

Because of the privacy during the Temple meetings, the use of mobile
telephones, laptops, IPads, voice recorders, camera’s etc. are prohibited. They
remain in the dressing room, when you need to use them you leave the temple
building.

·

If you happen to have a profession in which you publish in the media you need
to realize that the Western Mystery School is an esoteric school. This means
that the meetings and the material are not opened to free news gathering.
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The Fellowship
Another point that I find important is to create and maintain an atmosphere of
Fellowship. This means that we ask from all of you an attitude of respect towards
each other.
·

The goal of the Western Mystery School® is to be a Mystery school where
quality teaching is combined with good social behaviour. This attitude we want
to express in our behaviour towards each other, and in the way we dress. We
have developed a good design ritual robe which suits both males and females.
We encourage our students to choose this design, which is the suit under the
robes. This is another robe than described in the first semester, which is an
exercise to connect yourselves to the Inner Planes. We think that robes are
important in how we present ourselves to the outer world, towards the Inner
Planes and towards each other in ritual.

·

Questions that arise about the content of the lessons of the Order can be asked
to the supervisor. Comments or complaints about the content of the lessons
are not a topic of discussion in groups, or over email. If you have feedback on
the material of the school, you contact the Magister Templi personally.
Intelligent discussions about related topics during breaks between students
are of course encouraged.
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·

If you feel that you need to reflect on issues concerning the school with
someone else before you feel capable of discussing about them with the
Magister Templi you contact one of the supervisors or initiates, who will help
you to sort things out.

·

If you are a regular member of the Temple Training or a student on the Solo
Magical Training and you feel the need to make a temporary break in your
work, please contact the Magister Templi. If you give us the courtesy to inform
us about your whereabouts, you will always be accepted back if your
circumstances improve.

·

When you have a problem with another student, first try to solve it among
yourselves, if this does not work you bring it under the attention of the
Magister Templi. We address the issue in private.

Maintaining and Increasing the Quality of the School
·

Within the school we work as supervisors within a team. This means that any
information you share with one of the supervisors, is not treated as an intimate
conversation between friends, but is regarded as a conversation between a
supervisor and a student. If the content of this conversation is of interest to the
school, this will be shared with the rest of the team.
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·

Initiations are the result the esoteric work of the student, the results of this
work show themselves in meditation diaries and/or through signs in the aura
during rituals. The decision about initiation is taken by the Inner Plane
Teacher who shows this decision to the Magister Templi. Initiation is never the
result of any practical services or voluntary work that a student has given to
the temple. Initiation is offered and not asked for. An initiation is solely based
on theoretical knowledge applied through inspiration by the Inner Plane
Contacts. Initiation is not a courtesy; initiation is achieved through Inner
Plane Work. There is a special set of guidelines for initiates. If you become a
candidate for initiation you ask for these guidelines at HQ.

·

In our teaching classes we encourage students of all levels to work together
since this gives the best circumstances for all students to learn. The beginners
have the opportunity to look how the experienced students work and can ask
them questions and the more experienced students will get access to layers of
the material that remain closed on the lower levels. They will also learn how to
work with the energies of the Upholders of Powers and they will gradually
train their teaching skills. We will evolve into a school with a layered structure
where certain teachings are open to every member of the school and parts of
the teaching are on invitation only.
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Contributions; financial and voluntary
·

The work to maintain the temple and to keep everything moving is more than
a fulltime job. The Magister Templi is at this point not paid for her work, but
sometimes receives a small compensation. Contributions paid to the Temple
are at the moment most of the time enough to cover the costs. From all the
students we expect to help to keep the costs and time needed for the
administration as low as possible, by paying in time.

·

From every member of the Temple of Starlight we expect that they participate
by doing some voluntary work on behalf of the organization. Everyone has
some skills that can important for the school. Can you please inform us of
hobbies or professional skills that you have;

·

When you are unable to attend a practical lesson you let the Magister Templi
know as soon as possible, but latest on the Tuesday before the meeting.

Permission of absence ‘in good standing’
Being a member of an Order is not the same as taking a study course at a school. You
are always free to take a break from the work if necessary, or to leave the
organization. But taking a break always has repercussions for your fellow students
and for the organization as a whole.
As a novice you enter the school and you can simply stop enrolling for meetings. But
when you have passed your first year you are regarded as a member of the
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organization. You have made friends and your fellow students miss a Fellow and a
friend. Some people will have taken on some responsibilities for voluntary tasks in
the temple.
·

If you take a break or want to leave the organization ‘in good standing’ you will
always be accepted back when you want to re-join at a later date.

·

You first inform HQ and your supervisor in person. After this conversation you
confirm this by email or by letter, and include in this letter the appointments
that you have made during this conversation.

·

You give the reasons for your absence. In case of personal circumstances it is
also possible to take a step back from certain responsibilities, but maintain a
full member. In this case you make appointments about this with HQ.

·

You make appointments about how you transfer responsibilities that you have
taken to others.

·

You return items that belong to the school.

·

You are still held to ‘Keep under the Rose’ the internal affairs of the school.

·

You are still able to enrol in trainings, and to participate on the forum if you
want that.

·

If possible, you say goodbye at the last meeting you attend.

Re-joining the Order after a break
In case you want to re-join the order after a break, you contact HQ and make
appointments about your participation, on what point of the training you pick up
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your work. During a break you change and the Order changes: it is your responsibility
to catch up!

To Defend the Light
‘If you fight against the Forces of Darkness it will give you strength
If you protect the weak, it will summon the Forces of Light’
The Defence of the Light is one of the issues which sometimes asks a little bit of our
attention. When a Temple is growing and by means of its work is noticed on the Inner
Planes it also attracts the attention of other groups who have different ideas about the
Great Work. The Defence of the Light is a shared responsibility. Although the
Magister Templi is responsible in the end, she is helped when she gets information.
Date ………………………………………………………
Name ……………………………………………………..
Signature……………………………………………………..
Keep one copy to yourself and return the second copy signed to
Stichting Temple of Starlight
Waterwerk 80
3063 HB Rotterdam
The Netherlands
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APPENDIX I – Homework instructions
Ins and outs of the meditation diary
·

Start to study the theory given in the lesson. At the end of the month, answer
the questions at the end of the lesson.

·

Practically, you need to do 24 meditation sessions for every lesson. With
Sundays off, this means that every lesson will take you a full month to
complete. When you are in your first two years of the journey, you send a
summary to your supervisor every forthnight. Later on in the training you
make a summary of every month’s work.

·

Write a brief comment in your daily meditation summary on every task you do.
Look at the schedule, this is what you fill out for every practical lesson you do.
At the end of the month, make a summary of the lesson daily meditation
summary to send to your supervisor.

The daily meditation, summary and report are teaching tools:
If diaries are not kept properly the students will not have the benefits of their
meditations, because they do not learn to transfer their Inner Plane experiences to
their daily consciousness. The realizations and insights sink back into the
subconscious mind and disappear. People have the idea that they do not progress.
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Meditation daily meditation summary and monthly report
1. The meditation daily meditation summary is a report on the experiences of a
meditation directly done after the meditation session, and describes the inner plane
experiences detailed.
2. The meditation report is a summary of a month’s work, and they are important to
get inner plane teaching of one month’s work.
The daily meditation summary and the report are energy conductors
The other goal of the meditation report is to guide students when they get kundaliniexperiences and prevent a spontaneous rush off or break through of kundalini energy
without conscious control. This is the reason why there are certain questions in the
meditation schedule. Students email their daily meditation summary monthly to the
supervisors to get feedback on their work. Students are encouraged to ask questions
and chat with their fellow students on the Western Mystery School Facebook group,
so that they get support and encouragement. The first year is the most difficult year.
By offering this support of supervisor and peers we hope to help them in the first and
most difficult stages of their meditation work. Because of the risk of uncontrolled
kundalini experiences, we only offer our training under the guidance of experienced
supervisors. For this reason we only accept daily meditation summaries submitted in
the month succeeding the meditation work.
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The daily meditation summary
Every student makes daily meditation summaries. You write a daily meditation
summary immediately after ending the meditation. You send daily meditation
summary every two weeks to your supervisor. The supervisor can help you quickly if
you did not understand the instructions or if you are uncertain about the results.
At the end of the month you make the summary of the entire month: that is your
meditation report. In this way you build up a fluid contact with the temple and the
supervisor, and we can help you getting through that first period that has proven to
be extremely hard for students.
I myself make my daily meditation summary on my laptop, and the first thing I do
after having closed the meditation is go to my laptop and make my notes. This goes
quickly and it enables me to get all the Inner Plane communication to become
conscious. Waiting even half an hour, a lot of the knowledge is already gone. It is as
fluid as dreams. Some people prefer to write. That is fine too, but then you get the
problem that you need to type a lot at the end of the month, and most people do not
like to do that.
So: meditation and daily meditation summary writing are one!!
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What do you write down in your daily meditation summary
1. How well or concentrated the induction exercises went
(Middle Pillar, calling down the circle), are there already images coming through
which are new, or maybe new realizations.
2. The exercise itself; how intensive was it
Variations between ‘boring, I was hardly able to concentrate’ and a detailed journey
to the Inner Planes with a sparkling and contacted entrée in an Inner Plane area that
can give you three A-4 papers typed full (from just one meditation session). In
between are of course all types of variations. I do not expect the people who study
towards their first degree to have to deal with this last problem ….
In the Inner Light they had the rule that 15 lines a day was the maximum. In the SOL
this was 20. Because you needed to discipline yourself to summarize the core. But
this caused diaries of 20 pages and more. This was too much for the supervisors to
read. This is why we have agreed on asking a summary of the students. This summary
needs to have a part where the Inner Plane Contact is between 6 and 8 pages
(maximum 10 and with an absolute limit of 15 when the meditations are really good).
At the place in the schedule where is asked for your best meditations you copy and
paste the most clear meditation summaries of your daily meditation summary in
total. To get an impression about how such a daily meditation summary can look like,
I give you an example below:
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First of all: Create a table like the one below, and copy it 24 times so that you have a
template for the entire month.
meditation 1
Date
Time
From …. To ….
Corporal
Experiences
Meditation
Breathing and relaxation exercizes
theme
Description of the exercise.
Remarks
Realizations
during
the
day
Meditation 23
Date
Time

2-5-2001
From 19.00 pm To 19.35 pm

Corporal
Experiences

Physical reactions follow the themes in the different stages of the
of the meditation, for example ‘In the south rising body heat.’

Meditation
theme

Middle Pillar, Magical Circle
"Worked with the Circle in the First Degree. Opened all the
cardinal directions. Difficult to concentrate in the east, the
landscape shifts, and all kinds of worries, left overs of today break
in. Refocused and banished them. In the south rising body heat.
In the west beautiful sunset, clear images and a feeling of comfort.
The north is stable as ever and very silent.
Sit down; middle pillar. Difficult to concentrate at first. The
images of the planetary spheres are not really contacted.
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Vibrations on the automatic pilot. Energy flow around the body
not very steady. Go into the castle in meditation, greet the
quarters and now the images become alive and contacted; no
wavering consciousness. Clear and steady flow of energy rushing
through the system. Walked up the stairs to the Sephirah Netzach
and enter into her woods at night. The open space is lit by fireflies
and the stone circle is loaded with power.
When I enter into the centre I call upon the Lady Venus. She
appears above the scene as a wave of love and desire. she instructs
me to activate my magical personality....."
Remarks

At the start; Difficult to concentrate at first. The images of the
planetary spheres are not really contacted. Vibrations on the
automatic pilot. Energy flow around the body not very steady.
During the exercize the images become alive and contacted and a
flow of power.
I get directions from the Inner Planes

Realizations The theme of Lady Venus followed me through the day. I became
during
the aware of love songs and had to think a lot about what love and
day
relations mean to me

Of course everyone has off days. But with a summary like this, I know exactly where
the energy flow is coming up, where the blockages are, where you lose the trail etc.
Then we can help when you get blocked somewhere down the road.
3. The homework schedule has also a header ‘realizations during the day’.
It happens very often that when you have a well-established meditation rhythm, you
get insights at odd moments. Instructions from the Inner Planes can break through
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while driving the car, or washing the dishes. Make short notes. Also these
conversations are quickly gone if you do not write them down. When you keep
records, you will notice that the Inner Planes are teaching you at all the odd moments
when they see an opportunity. So maybe this did not happen during the meditation
session but it worked its way through and breaks through in daily life, at the
moments you are in a natural trance.
4. Dreams
You can also get dreams during the night with extra information. Keep a dream daily
meditation summary to note down the dreams that are teachings from the Inner
Planes.
The Summary
Your summary should be of a maximum length of 8 pages typed in Word with a 12 pt
Times Roman font. The summary must contain the following items:
1. The four best examples of your meditations copied from your daily
meditation template.
2. For every theme of the lesson, a short summary of important things you
learned from the exercise.
3. A short description of how the theme of the exercise started to influence
your everyday life.
4. A summary of important realizations during the day and communication
with the Inner Plane entities that take place in meditation and in daily life.
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5. A summary of corporal experiences and phenomena that take place.
6. A literature list of which books you read this month.
7. After this summary you add the rough daily meditation summary.
Supervision
Since working with these exercises can cause unexpected effects, it is not possible to
do this training unsupervised.
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APPENDIX II - Robes and Grades
Based on the Grade system of the Golden Dawn

The Robe
This is the basic model,
both

for

females.

males
You

and

need

a

standard black robe and a
white

robe.

In

higher

degrees the colours differ,
but you will still need the
black and white robes.
The pelerine is a short
shoulder mantle reaching
to halfway down the upper
arm. Here a hood is attached. This gives you the opportunity to work with and
without a hood.
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First Order –Order of the Exalted Land

Alchemical
signs are
painted on
the beads

2016: The cumber band is now
fully replaced by a black cord
with beads, with the alchemical
signs on them. For instructions
how to make this ask your
supervisor.
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The Portal Grade - The Builders of the Temple

The Portal Grade works with the Star Palace of the Goddess Seshat, and every color is
symbolic of one of the Inexorable Powers, chooses to work under one of the Gods, and
works with the Alchemistical symbol of the Azoth.

Intermediate-Portal Grade
Blue scarf with golden symbols for the specialisation, rainbow coloured edge.
Red cord, silver bee

Second Order - Order of the Exalted House
Blue robe, Blue scarf with golden symbols for the specialisation, rainbow coloured edge. Black and golden cord with purple beads.
Silver bee in hexagram on pelerine.
The Second Order is a separate Order in its own right. After passing the Portal, the Aspirant is instructed in the techniques of practical
Magic.
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Second Order: Order of the Exalted House
Working under the Sun
Sephirah; Tiphareth – Working under the Sun eye of the God – Deities Hathor and Horus –Realm; Yetzirah
The Second Order is a separate Order in its Blue robe
own right. After passing the Portal, the Blue scarf with golden symbols for the specialisation,
Aspirant is instructed in the techniques of Black and golden cord
practical Magic.

Silver bee in hexagram on pelerine.

Adeptus Minorus 5=6 Geburah

Blue robe

Blue scarf with golden symbols for the specialisation,
When another examination is passed, the Blue Egyptian Collar
Magister Templi can upgrade the degree, the
Aspirant attains the Grade of Adeptus Minor
(5=6).

There

are

four

sub-Grades

of

instruction for the Adeptus Minor, again
relating to the four Outer Order grades.

Adeptus Majorus 6=5 Chesed

Blue robe.
Blue Egyptian Collar with Duat Star,
Silver bee in hexagram on pelerine.
Purple seastar.

Adeptus

Exemptus

7=4

Realm Briah, approaching the Abyss

Daath Blue robe with purple edges.
Blue Egyptian Collar with purple symbols
Black and golden cord
Silver bee in hexagram on pelerine.
Alchemical symbols.
Purple seastar. 7x7
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Third Order - Order of Palace of Stars
Magister Templi

8=3
9=2

Magus
10=1
Ipsissimus
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For Temple Training only:
Apprentice
You will get a black cord after your first year during the Installation Ceremony. Until
such time you wear the white cord. At the end of the first year (10 lessons) you attach
the first bead onto the belt. This is the symbol for Earth: the yellow triangle with the
strip through it. This is the point where you ask for admittance into the order. Add
the alchemical bead of Earth to your cord.
Installation into the Fellowship of the Order
The Element of Water
During the second year (10 lessons) you change your white cord for a black one. You
are going to plan - if possible - to attend one of the Magical Retreats. Add the
alchemical bead of Water to your cord.
The Element of Fire
In the fourth year you have again to finish 10 lessons. Add the alchemical bead of Fire
to your cord.
The Element of Air
The cord stays black until the first-degree initiation. During the third year (10
lessons) if it is possible you should attend one of the Ritual Magic trainings. Add the
alchemical bead of Air to your cord.
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The Element of Spirit
You are going to start with the lessons which will lead you towards your first degree
initiation. Now you can ask for feedback from the Magister Templi about the nature
of the development you need to accomplish to grow towards your first-degree
initiation. Add the alchemical bead of Spirit to your cord.
The Bee
If you are invited for the first-degree initiation, you will then receive a black badge
with golden embroidered bee. You wear this bee on the inside of your robe. Then you
make an appointment about when and where the initiation will take place. You
remain silent with the other members of the Temple about this initiation, unless the
Magister Templi gives you permission to talk about it.
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A Lodge is a group of students who are practicing magic under the guidance of a trainee or a Magus.
There are different levels in lodges:
1.

Star Temple Lodge – Outer Court students working under a trainee/Magus

2. Transpersonal Magic® Lodge – Outer Court students working under a Magus
3. Temple Training Lodge – First Level - Inner Court students working under a Priest-Magician
or the Magister Templi work towards their first degree initiation.
4. Temple Training Lodge – Portal Grade Level – Inner court students: initiates, trainees and
magi under the Magister Templi.
Transpersonal Magic® Trainer (is also called Magus, plural Magi) is an initiated priest who
has completed the Temple Training on 1st degree level and who is training a separate lodge under
supervision of the Magister Templi, and follows the method and the program Transpersonal Magic®
Trainer of the Stichting Temple of Starlight, using the brand Western Mystery School®.
Magister Templi; Director of Studies of the Temple of Starlight, Lineage holder and initiator,
developer of the training programs of the Temple of Starlight.
Trainee: is the first level of the Transpersonal Magic® Trainer . At this level you start to build your
own Lodge, which is a Star Temple Lodge, and you start with the first module of the Transpersonal
Magic® Trainer program.
Temple Retreats: Experience based learning seminars wherein the learned theory and practical
skills are applied in a high pressure environment that leads to quick, deep, personal breakthroughs.
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“In a further turn of the spiral path, I have the pleasure of witnessing the work of Ina Cüsters-van Bergen,
which develops linearly from Theodore Moriarty, Dion Fortune, Ernest Butler and Dolores Ashcroft-Nowicki.
She presents for the twenty-first century the age-old principles of the Western esoteric tradition, based upon
the Tree of Life and the practicalities of its various Triangles of Art, from cosmic principles through ethical
responsibility, to the basic symbols and rituals of empowerment in the outer world. May her work prove a
guide to your aspiration and a lantern to your feet. There is a blessing on all who serve”
GARETH KNIGHT

The Western Mystery School
is a modern Mystery School where men and woman who seek enlightenment, liberation and self-actualisation
work together. We offer a cutting edge spiritual technology that teaches the science of illumination and power.
We work with techniques that create changes in consciousness in our students, that help them activate higher
states. Modern Hermeticism is a synthesis of both ancient and new methods, which dramatically increases your
ability to change your world, and will awaken your wisdom to handle this power safely.

Transpersonal Magic® Training
is a programme that teaches you alternate states of consciousness, and how to work in these states. It trains you
towards the First and Second Degree Initiations of the Western Mystery Tradition.

Ina Cüsters-van Bergen
is a Third Degree Adept and the Magister Templi of the Magical Order of
the Temple of Starlight. Ina is the author of the Solo Magical Training.
She lives in the Netherlands, and gives lectures and training classes
throughout Europe.
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